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Double-sided stickers

Window panes in busses and trains as well as doorsmade of glass in shops and department stores
offer the ideal place for an advertisement that can be read from both sides, printed in the screen
printing process as a double-sided sticker.

Theword "sticker" here deceives about the enormously difficult production; after all, 7-17 ink layers
are placed on a 80-100 µm thin foil. We want to demonstrate the difficulties and give tips for a
successful production. Before starting production, please check all instructions under your special
printing parameters and conditions.

Ink deposit
The carrier of a double-sided sticker always is a transparent self-adhesive foil, which then is provided
with the printed motif twice, separated by an opaque intermediate layer. The purpose of the
intermediate layer is tomake the sticker readable fromboth sides, without a disturbing shimmering
throughof the information givenon theother side.

Example
Weare currently preparing aprinted sample (4-colour-process combinedwith basic shades), the inks
used are Libraprint LIP and Libramatt LIM.Here is the description of the total ink deposit with details:

1. LIP 926 Yellow 120-34 10 % PSV 2 % WM 1
2. LIP 980 Black 120-34 5 % PSV 5 % SV 1 2 % WM 1
3. LIP 489 Process-Black 150-31 10 % UKV 2 10 % VP 2 % WM 1
4. LIP 429 Process-Yellow 150-31 10 % UKV 2 10 % VP 2 % WM 1
5. LIP 439 Process-Red 150-31 10 % UKV 2 10 % VP 2 % WM 1
6. LIP 459 Process-Blue 150-31 10 % UKV 2 10 % VP 2 % WM 1
7. LIM 970 White 77-55 10 % PSV
8. LIM 970 White 77-55 10 % PSV
9. LIM 182 Block-outSilver 77-55 10 % PSV
10. LIM 970 White 77-55 10 % PSV
11. LIM 970 White 77-55 10 % PSV
12. LIP 459 Process-Blue 150-31 10 % UKV 2 10 % VP 2% WM 1
13. LIP 439 Process-Red 150-31 10 % UKV 2 10 % VP 2% WM 1
14. LIP 429 Process-Yellow 150-31 10 % UKV 2 10 % VP 2% WM 1
15. LIP 489 Process-Black 150-31 10 % UKV 2 10 % VP 2% WM 1
16. LIP 926 Yellow 120-34 10 % PSV 2% WM 1
17. LIP 980 Black 120-34 5 % PSV 5 % SV 1 2% WM 1

The necessary opaque intermediate ink layer can only be obtainedwith the help of an opaquewhite
which has been coloured with grey + silver, the Block-out Silver. If no grey shade is desired as a
background, theBlock-out Silver is overprintedwithWhite onboth sides.Dependingon the requested
degree of whiteness, White is printed once or twice on both sides. Thus, the core of the printed ink
films consists of 3 - 5 solid-area prints, often producedwith coarsemeshes and consequently with a
high total inkdeposit. In total, the latter easily amounts toapprox. 30-40µm, i.e. half the foil thickness.
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Double-sided stickers

The printing ink
For the motif colours, 4-colour-process and/or
basic shades, a flexible binder quality must be
chosen so that no unnecessary tension will be
provokedbetween foil and total inkdeposit.Here,
we recommend the ink types Libraprint LIP,
Marasprint SP, Libragloss LIG orMaragloss GO
(only basic shades). Please take into account the
different drying and block-resistance behaviour
depending on the ink type.

For the solid-area intermediate layers,White and
Block-outSilver,weexclusively recommendthe fle-
xible,matt andplasticizer-resistant Libramatt LIM.

For solid-area printingwithWhite, opaquewhite
may notbeusedbutonly standardwhite.Opaque
whitealwayshasanextremelyhighpigmentation
and consequently creates amore brittle ink film.

Generally, we do not recommend the binder-
related "rigid� ink types such as LIS and SL.

Thinner and Retarder
As a thinner, the fast PSV thinner is to be used for
solid-areaprints. Retardersaregood for themesh
opening, but are difficult to remove from the ink
film during the subsequent drying. However, this
is absolutely necessary in order to avoid later
tensions in the ink structureorpossiblemigrations
of plasticizer. Therefore, ink systemswith a good
meshopening suchas Libraprint LIP or Libragloss
LIGareadvantageoushere. If retarders areused,
please use fast retarders such as SV 1, SV 5 or
SV10andonlyproportionally to the thinner (max.
5%). In the case of 4-colour-process shades, up
to 10% of Retarder Paste VP can be added. The
intermediate layers White and Block-out Silver
mustbeprintedwithoutaddingretarder.Extremely
slow retarders such as SV 3 or SV 9 are out of
place here.

This shows the enormous demandsmade on foil
and ink. Here, the control of the solid-area
intermediate layers is the key to success.

The foil
Today, there are three foil qualities,
- the calander foil containing monomer
plasticizers

- the calander foil containingpolymerplasticizers
- thedie-cast foil
In view of the extreme strains on the foil through
the interplay of rewetting withmany printed ink
layersand tunneldrying,weurgently recommend
to choose a calander foil containing polymer
plasticizers. In contrast to foils containingmono-
mer plasticizers, the migration of plasticizers in
thePVCiscontrolledbetter, the foil isdimensionally
stable and the adhesive strength of the foil glue
is preserved. Furthermore, there are foils with
"NonPerm� glue quality for an easy and neat
peeling off of the sticker after a fewmonths. This
quality, combinedwith foils containingmomomer
plasticizers, is extremely critical; the adhesive
strength is further reduced by the influence of
solvents and plasticizers, and a real adhesive
strength hardly exists. Here, a "curling� of the
sticker edges is predetermined.

In order to improve the dimensional stability of
the foil, the unprinted sheets are pre-heated by a
run through the tunnel dryer (40 °C).
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After theprintingprocess andprior to cuttingand
die cutting, we recommend a final rack drying
of 24 hours plus ventilation. Then, the printed
sheets can be piled up. If there are further days
of "ripening" between printing and cutting/die
cutting, this is optimal (if the delivery date allows
this).

If only rack drying is available (this is the most
difficult case), the drying time between the
printing cyclesmust be prolonged, while having
anoptimal ventilation.

Application-Tape
On large-format stickers, an Application-Tape is
often applied for better transfer. In viewof an ink
build-up of 30-40 µm, this is very critical since,
when peeling off the foil, an ink splitting within
theprinted ink layers canoccur. In this connection,
appropriate preliminary trials under production
conditions are indispensable beforehand.

Summary
The following points are important and should
be observed:

- only use high-quality foil (containing polymer
plasticizers)

- do not use "NonPerm� foil glue
- use flexible ink types with easy handling
- use fast thinners and retarders
- use Plasticizer WM 1
- tunnel drying is always better, max. 45°C
- always support rack drying with a ventilator
- be careful with Application-Tapes

Double-sided stickers

Plasticizer WM 1
To obtain an ink film as flexible as possible, we
recommend an addition of 2 % WM 1 for all
basic and 4-colour-process shades in the case of
LIP, SP and GO, and an addition of 4 % in the
case of LIG. LIM 970White and 182 Block-out
Silver are printedwithout plasticizer. Please take
into account that the addition of WM 1 slows
down the drying process and reduces the block
resistance.

Drying
In the case of 7 -17 ink layers in overprinting, the
remaining content of solvents in the printed ink
filmmust be controlled and reduced so that the
finishedstickerwill not "work� lateron. If toomuch
remaining solvents are locked in the ink film, they
will find their way out later after days andweeks
and will have a belated negative effect on the
combination of ink and foil. If the ink film is cut or
die cut before the complete evaporation of the
solvents, this will create tensions in the product
and generate an "edge curl" or an ugly foil
shrinkage. Consequently, the secret of double-
sided stickers lies in the remaining content of
solvents in theprinted ink film.Here, the inkdrying
in thehot-air tunnel dryer clearly is advantageous
since amajor part of the solvents are drawn off
immediately and a strong rewetting in lower ink
layers isminimized. In the caseof solid-areaprints
withWhite and Block-out Silver, we recommend
a tunnel and subsequent rack drying of 2 hours.
In the caseof rackdrying, it is generally important
that a ventilator provides constant air circulation.
For a good dimensional stability of the foil, the
dryer temperaturemay not exceed 40-45 °C.


